Climate change and its foreseeable
impact on insurer’s business
Katrin Kröger, Nat Cat Specialist, Swiss Re

Setting the scene
Natural Catastrophe risk on the rise:
business as usual or the new normal?
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Reverting to “normal”: Nat Cat insured losses continue to rise at 5-7% p.a.
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Insured losses - primary perils

Insured Losses (USD bn)
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• USD 111bn in 2021; fourth
costliest year on record

Insured losses - secondary effects of primary perils
Insured losses - secondary perils
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• Insured Nat Cat loss today1 is
approximately 10 times bigger
than 30 years ago
• Secondary perils2 56% of the
total insured Nat Cat losses since
1970 (in 2020: 70%, 2021: 73%)
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• 2012 to 2016 – unusually quiet
period globally

Source: SRI, sigma loss database.
1 10-year

moving average.
Secondary perils refer to: 1) perils that generate event losses of low-to-medium magnitude that happen relatively frequently, such as hail, tornado, drought, wildfire, snow, flash floods, and
landslides, as well as 2) secondary effects of primary perils such as storm surge, heavy precipitation in the wake of a tropical cyclone, fire following EQ or tsunami.
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Case study: 2021 Flood Bernd
A complex interplay of many factors
resulted in record losses from “Bernd”
Extreme precipitation over days. Climate change
likely one driver for the increase of these events
Severe convective storms with heavy rain a month
earlier had left the soils close to saturation
The topography with steep river valleys exacerbated
the flash intensity of the event
Soil erosion and debris flow due to the heavy flows
and fewer trees after 2018 drought
In some areas, failure of alert and emergency
systems
Supply chain disruptions, inflation, increased
material costs and labour shortages
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Multiple drivers are behind rising insurance losses: economic growth, accumulation of
exposed asset values, insurance penetration, urbanization, and climate change
Economic development

Increasing values in line with GDP growth

Concentration in exposed areas
Urbanisation, population growth
Shanghai, 1990

Shanghai, today

Growth rate of population exposed to inland flooding at
different return periods between 2000 and 2020

Insurance penetration

Take-up rates, broader coverage, social inflation,
regulatory changes

Changing vulnerability

Sealing of surfaces, overbuilding in flood-prone areas

Changing hazard

Natural climate variability, climate change
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Assessing the Risk
Impact of climate change on
natural perils
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Climate change
has long been
acknowledged
as a threat and
the effects are
evident today:

▪ rising sea levels

Science, 2014

Hot
Extremes

▪ warmer average
temperatures

Nature, 1978

▪ longer and more frequent
heat waves

▪ erratic rainfall patterns
▪ other weather extremes

Precipitation
Extremes

▪ melting ice caps

Source: Fischer & Knutti, Nature Climate Change, 2015.
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Climate change vs. climate variability

Million dollar
question: What is
climate change and
what is climate
variability?

Disentangling of the
signals remains
difficult – also
depends on the time
scale!

Flooding Nîmes, 1988

Attribution studies
try to answer this
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Incorporating climate change signals in the risk assessment comes with uncertainties
Effects/perils

Time horizon

Insurance impact,
focus on property cat

INDIRECT

Global Warming Response

DIRECT

Driver for change
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Climate change – A systemic risk for the global economy
The insurance industry has fundamental exposure to climate risks through physical and transition risks

Climate risks arise from two dimensions
Physical risks …
•

Projected loss of 1-20% of global GDP by 2100

•

Models are flawed and do not capture large
uncertainties and fat tails

•

Relative winners and losers – low-income countries
to suffer most
… from chronic and acute physical damages

Transition risks …
•

Estimated USD 4-14 trn of financial assets will
become worthless, so-called stranded assets,
typically in carbon-intense industries

•

Opportunities arise to invest in “green” assets,
such as climate-resilient infrastructure or
renewable energy
… from adjusting to a carbon-neutral economy

Sources: Swiss Re Institute, The Economist Intelligence Unit
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Any
questions?
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Thank you!

Contact us

Follow us

Katrin Kröger
Nat Cat Specialist
Katrin_Kroeger@swissre.com
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How to define “secondary perils”?
Primary Perils
Tropical
cyclones,
Hurricane
Mariaearthquakes, and EU winter
storms

Secondary Perils

Secondary effects of Primary Perils
Hurricane Harvey-induced flooding

• Traditionally well—monitored and managed
risks in developed re/insurance markets
• Effects of these events can be solvency
relevant

Independent perils
California wildfires

• Tropical cyclone-induced inland flooding
and storm surge, tsunami, liquefaction and
fire following earthquake

• Severe convective storms (including
thunderstorms, hail and tornadoes), floods,
droughts, wildfires, landslides, snow, freeze

• Effects of these events can be solvency
relevant

• Effects of these events can harm earnings
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Implications from climate change for
underwriting
• Debiasing of loss history and shorter observation
window
• More regular Nat Cat model reviews
• Building codes and risk mitigation
• Demand for green infrastructure and sustainable
products
• Regulatory requirements, like climate stress testing
• Systematic review of climate change impact on
frequency and severity of subportfolios
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Legal notice

©2022 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note
that any copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any
modifications or derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes,
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation
and may change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept
any responsibility for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and
completeness of the information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded.
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